FULLY WORKING WOODEN PADLOCK AND KEYS
I remember, as an apprentice, having a chat with my boss one day and he told me
how he had once removed an old smokehouse door that had a lock made of wood
that actually worked. That lock must have been made some years ago now, as we
don’t have locks of that sort these days.
Since then I always had it in mind to make a lock entirely of wood using no metal
parts, as it seemed a tempting and challenging project. So, for one of my essay
pieces I decided to give it a try.
It took more than two weeks to complete the lock. I then had to make the two
wooden keys to find out if the padlock would really work. When I finished the keys,
the time had come – would the padlock open? It was an exciting moment and yes, it
did work.
Oak was used for the central lamination of the lock body, shackle, keyhole trim, wood
buttons and keys, as it is strong and colourful. Crotch grain walnut was used for the
front and back laminations of the body. The walnut back lamination has a Perspex
inlaid window in order that the interior workings of the lock can be seen.
The wooden spring was made out of straight-grained ash, as ash is very tough.
Purpleheart was used for the lever and straight-grained beech for the latch bolt.
When the key goes into the padlock, a hole at the end of the key locates on a dowel
at the other side of the key pivot hole. The key turns clockwise a half-turn and
pushes the lever arm that is located on a pivot dowel, pushing the spring, causing the
latch bolt to retract. The latch bolt retracts from the shackle hole until the latch draws
back flush with the shackle hole, thus releasing the shackle that pivots on an oak
retainer dowel.
When the shackle closes the latch bolt and spring retracts. The spring rests against
a stop at the top with a little tension allowing the lock to close with a snap. There is a
notch in the end of the shackle in order for the latch bolt to locate in and prevent the
lock from opening without turning the key.
A Danish oil finish was applied to the lock.

